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that considers local performance levels compared
to the state targets. It includes a formula that determines the negotiated level of performance given
those factors. The formula generates a target that
sub-recipients usually accept. The website for
details on Ohio’s Perkins accountability system is:

Marv Johnson began the discussion with an over-
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performance in relation to core indicators. Local
programs not meeting 90 percent of targets must
develop a local improvement plan, and states must
provide technical assistance to local programs not
making progress. States can also take further action, such as directing the local use of Perkins
funds and withholding Perkins funding, if local

Referring to Ohio’s Secondary Performance Improvement Policy, included with this month’s call
materials, Dwight said that Ohio follows Section
123(b) fairly literally. The state notifies local programs if they have not met 90 percent. They are
expected to meet with stakeholders to develop a
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performance improvement plan outlining specific

their gap will have strong evidence at the appeal

activities to target the performance indicator(s) not

hearing.

met. The plans must consider disaggregated data.

Fidelis Ubadigbo presented on Iowa’s approach.

There are three levels of potential sanctions. Level

There is a performance-level team that reviews

A Sanctions allow the state to withhold funding

data. There are also 15 regional consultants who

until the recipient completes an acceptable perfor-

support the Iowa Department of Education’s (IDE)

mance improvement plan. Under Level B Sanc-

Perkins accountability efforts. Once the CAR is

tions, the Department of Education may direct that

submitted to OVAE, the fiscal team disaggregates

all or a portion of Perkins funds be used for tar-

data by secondary consortium and postsecondary

geted activities designed to improve the indicators

institution. Each secondary CTE consortium or

not being met. Finally, under Level C Sanctions,

district receives the disaggregated data for each

the Department may require that a portion or all of

performance level. Iowa works with districts that

Perkins funding be used for directed activities de-

did not meet 90 percent of performance targets to

sign to improve the particular performance indica-

submit an action plan. Regional consultants review

tor(s) not being met. Ohio is hopeful it will not

the plans, along with budgets and performance

have to implement Level C Sanctions.

levels. The action plans go to the IDE accountabili-

The performance improvement plan form has
worked well. Ohio requires separate improvement
plans for each indicator where the target is not
met.
Helen Bootsma presented on Arizona’s approach;
many of the processes she described mirror those
in Ohio. Programs may submit applications for
local adjustments to state-negotiated performance
targets, which are reviewed by a committee of
practitioners. Thus far, all such local requests have

ty team for consultation with the regional CTE consultants who negotiate directly with local districts or
secondary CTE consortia. Iowa does not have
provisions for withholding local Perkins funds. Iowa
negotiates targets with local programs based on
their baseline.
Jay Savage, OVAE, asked whether states set
higher targets if districts exceed state targets. In
Iowa, states may choose to go above the statenegotiated target.

been denied, and all districts in Arizona are using

Jay also asked if states look at special population

state-level performance targets.

data for local programs that do meet the local tar-

Arizona holds a technical assistance session in the
fall for districts with core indicator performance
levels under 90 percent attainment. The state assists programs with examining disaggregated data

get. Iowa confirmed it does look at this data and
Ohio encourages local programs to do so on an
ongoing basis.

then conduct a mid-January follow-up meeting to

Open Space: Postsecondary CTE
and “gainful employment” | Gabriela

discuss progress and make improvement plan
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and developing local improvement plans. They

adjustments. Arizona found it was able to reduce
by half the number of districts under improvement
plans by working closely with them on target areas.
This year, they anticipate there will be some districts that have not met 90 percent of their targets
for three consecutive years. These districts will
receive notice that also includes information on an
appeals process. Those districts that have reduced

Gabriela Borcoman asked if the NSWG was interested in receiving additional information from
OVAE on the gainful employment regulations,
which apply to public postsecondary CTE programs as well as for-profit programs. The regulations, originally posted in July 2010, will go into
effect July 1, 2011. There are a lot of reporting
requirements that require similar datasets as Per-
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kins reporting. Under the gainful employment provisions, a postsecondary instructional program
should lead to an occupation with a specific SOC
code. How will the gainful employment regulations
affect postsecondary CTE? Gabriela voiced her
concern that it could lead to the elimination of a
postsecondary CTE program if placement from the
program does not meet the gainful employment
criteria.
The Department of Education recently released a
“Dear Colleague” letter and attachment, which Jim
Schoelkopf will include in this month’s call briefcase.
Jay Savage said that OVAE has not promulgated
any guidance for states. The near-term reporting
will require significant data collection beyond most
states’ capacities. He encouraged CTE offices to
coordinate with postsecondary institutions to ensure linked data collection.
Jim Schoelkopf suggested this topic be included
again in the June call agenda to gauge whether the
NSWG is interested in forming a subgroup to discuss further the CTE implications of the gainful
employment regulations.

NEXT CALL:
June 2, 2011
2:00–3:00 PM ET

Call Number:
888-751-0624
Access Code: 442772

Meeting Wrap-up
In closing, Jim Schoelkopf reminded the group they
can submit comments on the proposed regulations
for the FERPA update until May 23. Further information on the update is available on the Data
Quality Campaign website. The DQC website includes links to April 14 and April 28 events that
present detailed information on the proposed
FERPA revisions:
http://www.dataqualitycampaign.org/.
The next call is scheduled for June 2 at 2 PM ET.
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